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Antoine Gravereaux has practiced law since 2007. He specializes in high-tech and personal data law. He has in-depth

expertise in these ever-changing fields (RGPD, Data Act, NIS 2, LPM, DORA, IA Act, CRA, etc.).

Antoine started his career as first as in-house counsel focusing new information and communication technologies (NTIC),

then, for a period of five years, as Head of Legal (Contracts and New Technologies) within the Legal Department of Société

Générale before becoming a partner in different business law firms. He joined FTPA in July 2024.

Antoine provides his expertise in supporting his clients in their digital transformation. On an day-to-day basis, he advises his

clients’ legal, IT and purchasing departments on their complex IT projects (negotiating IT contracts, software integration,

SaaS, etc.), on the compliance of their personal data processing (auditing processing, registering, documenting and

monitoring), on strengthening cybersecurity (setting up contracts for pentests, IT charters, PSSI, incident management), on

anticipating the entry into force of new IT regulations, and on managing disputes with software publishers.

He also acts on more complex outsourcing projects (BPO), valuation of intangible assets, IT litigation and legal appraisals

concerning IT malfunctions.

His past experience have enabled him to develop a solid understanding of the business world and digital issues. He is

particularly sensitive to the legal issues surrounding artificial intelligence.

He keeps abreast of these new practices and regularly advises his clients on the future issues at stake.

Antoine also acts as DPO for a number of his clients.

Recent quotes



‘Antoine Gravereaux has excellent listening skills and a strong desire to bring added value to his client. He is frank about

what he can provide and obtain and will not push for over-consumption of his expertise which would be unnecessarily

costly for his client. And of course his expertise is impeccable.’ - The Legal 500 EMEA 2024 - IT and Internet


